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SYNOPSIS
Wood yards can be classifi ed into three main categories: automated, manual, and 

semi-automated. Deciding on which approach best suits a facility’s needs requires the 

careful evaluation of several critical factors: throughput volume, storage volume, the physical 

size of the facility, upfront capital budget, operating budget, climate, and local regulations. 

This article outlines the features of each type of wood yard design and provides a framework 

for establishing the optimal approach when considering a particular facility.
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No two biomass facilities are the same. When it comes to 
designing a wood yard and fuel-feed system, one size decidedly 
does not fit all.

Every facility has different needs and capacities when it comes 
to fuel handling. A study of 20 biomass power plants conducted by 
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory documented a range of 
tons burned per year from 98,000-846,000 tons – meaning that a 
plant on the high end can burn 8.6x as much as a plant on the low 
end.

Produced by a host of factors, these dramatic differences 
demonstrate that prefab or cookie-cutter fuel-feed designs 
could be unnecessarily costly, and even overkill, for many 
greenfield installations or conversion plants, whether dedicated 
exclusively to biomass or established for co-firing.

The burning questions
Principals responsible for any biomass projects have major 

governing considerations to weigh when evaluating wood yard 
design, including:

Throughput volume and storage volume: Perhaps the 
most compelling metrics for determining whether manual 
or automated handling should be used for the fuel-feed 
chain

Physical size of land and facility: Automation can require 
significant excavation and construction, and typically has 
a larger footprint than a manual operation
Upfront capital budget vs. operating budget: Fully 
automated systems require considerably higher capital 
outlays to implement, but offer lower operating costs than 
manual systems
Climate: Seasonal extremes can force a facility toward 
greater automation, which can be easily housed in 
enclosed systems
Local regulations and public relations: In addition to 
federal emissions regulations, plants must take into 
account local requirements governing byproducts such 
as dust, ash and noise 

Stock turnkey fuel-feed systems designed exclusively on 
a computer without any on-site assessment can overlook the 
impact of these important factors, resulting in an inefficient or 
unsuitable system.

Fueling the fire
Effective fuel-feed design has to take into account two 

primary operations – stackout and reclaiming. The need to 
shuttle between storage and reclaim piles also can become 
a major factor, depending on the size, layout and throughput 

How careful analysis and a custom design can mean optimal economics and efficiency

Figure 1 (top). An enclosed, fully automated wood yard at a Midwest 
university. Photos contributed by ProcessBarron.
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of the facility. Any part of this chain 
can be designed with various levels of 
automation.

The rule of thumb is that the greater 
the automation, the higher the capital 
costs and the lower the operating 
costs. The inverse also is true: The less 
automation in the system, the lower the 
capital costs but the higher the operating 
costs.

There are three general classes of 
site design: fully automated, manual 
and semi-automated. At the extremes 
of the scale of possible site designs and 
costs, the fully automated and manual 
approaches have distinct pros and cons, 
as displayed in Table 1.

First degree: Automated
The criteria used to evaluate whether a prospective facility 

would benefit from a fully automated or manual approach can 
vary from project to project. A major university in the Midwest 
recently opted for full automation based on a multitude of 
factors, including fuel-feed requirements, weather conditions 
and long-term operational costs.

The university’s entire wood yard system had to fit in a half-
acre area and needed to be fully enclosed due to harsh northern 
winters and regional dust control requirements. Full system 
enclosure eliminated the need for front-end loaders, reducing 
both labor costs and operator exposure to dust and weather.

The university’s fuel-feed and storage requirements also 
heavily influenced the system’s final design. The feed system 
needed to be capable of receiving up to 60 tons/hour, fed  
directly into an 110,000 cu.ft. storage unit. From the storage  
unit, feed would then be delivered to two boilers at a rate of up 
to 9 tons/hour.

Based on the above requirements, full automation proved 
to be the ideal approach. The final design included an A-frame 
enclosure to house the entire system, 5 belt conveyors, 4 drag 
conveyors, a reclaim hopper, a truck dump, a self-cleaning 
magnet, a dust collection baghouse, a hog and a screen. 
Although a comparable manual wood yard would have cost 
less at outset, the approved design offered fully automated flow 
rates, lower operational costs, minimal maintenance and zero 
front-end loader requirements. 

Second degree: Manual
On the other end of the spectrum are plants that need to be 

started with the lowest possible capital costs. Recently, a major 
engineering firm in the Kansas City area developed a feasibility 
study for an upcoming project.

The greenfield project required a feed rate of roughly 10 
tons/hour, as well as front-end loaders that would periodically 
transport feed. Based on the yard’s location and large area, the 
new system would not require costly feed enclosures or dust 
control.

The feasibility study determined that a manual system could 
meet all of the project’s requirements. The system itself required 
relatively minimal equipment: an underpile drag chain conveyor, 
a single belt conveyor, a tire-derived fuel-feed hopper, a disk 
screen, a live-bottom boiler feed bin and a self-cleaning magnet.

This fully manual system was well within the client’s startup 
budget. Low operating costs also were projected as the system 
requires only one front-end loader working approximately 6 
hours/day. All project phases, including design, engineering, 
process control narratives, mechanical installation and startup 
were handled by a third-party turnkey provider to minimize project 
costs.

As outlined in the above examples, local regulations and 
conditions, including climate, can militate toward full automation 

Fully Automated System Manual System

High startup capital costs Low initial capital outlay

Works for any size facility
Practical only for smaller facilities 

with limited throughput

Suitable for any climate
Most commonly used in warmer 

climates

Zero front-loader costs and low 
operational costs overall

High operational costs for labor and 
front loaders running multiple shifts

Biomass moves on automated 
system of conveyors from stackout 
all the way through supply chain to 

boilers

Reclaim uses basic automation, but 
stackout and delivery to reclaimer 

are all labor intensive

Variety of options for delivery 
systems, depending on throughput 
and other factors, including fully 

enclosed approaches for dust and 
noise control

Difficult and costly to enclose

Table 1. Comparison of automated and manual approaches

Figure 2. A fully manual wood yard example.
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for some projects, while others facing tight development 
budgets or site limitations might be better served by an all-
manual system. For many, though, a balance between both 
extremes can often yield the best approach.

Third degree: Semi-automated
A semi-automated system design usually introduces 

automation into either the stackout or reclaim end of the fuel-
feed chain. Combined, these strategies can keep startup capital 
demands in check and reduce operational costs. But if you 
have to choose, which is a better approach?

Automating reclaim beyond the kind of underpile reclaimer 
typically used in manual systems is usually more expensive 
than automating stackout. Since manually feeding the reclaim 
end of the chain usually has a lower operational cost than front-
loader stackout use anyway, the optimal solution for operational 
efficiency and low capital costs is often automated stackout 
combined with manual reclaim.

A paper mill in the Southeast recently reaped the many 
benefits of semi-automation. For years, the paper mill relied on 
a fully manual, front-loader process with high labor costs. With 
system upgrades imminent due to aging equipment, the facility 
sought a solution that would reduce long-term operational costs 
without incurring the high upfront costs associated with full 
automation.

Before renovation, the plant’s flow rate of 120 tons/hour 
was fed primarily by front loaders. The proposed plan, a three-
phase approach that combined the best elements of automated 
and manual wood-yard systems, promised to reduce the plant’s 
reliance on front-end loaders and spread capital spending 
throughout several years without compromising flow rates or 
boiler operation.

The goal of the plan’s first phase was to prepare the existing 
system to accommodate future semi-automated upgrades 

scheduled for Phases 2 and 3. Phase 
1 also implemented low-cost manual 
equipment and process upgrades. Prior 
to Phase 1, front loaders transported 
fuel to a reclaimer located more than 
100 yards away. Phase 1 moved the 
reclaimer closer and added several 
belt conveyors so that the boiler could 
receive fuel directly from the reclaimer. 
Accommodations for a second reclaimer, 
scheduled for Phase 2, also were 
installed. 

Phases 2 and 3 added semi-
automated enhancements to improve 
flow rates significantly. Taking advantage 
of the preparations made during Phase 
1, a second reclaimer that fed directly 
to the boiler feed belt was added. A 
new truck dump and receiving belt were 
also installed and a reclaim hopper 
was placed under the truck dump – an 

improvement that dramatically reduced loader operation time.
The new truck dump reclaimer managed to cut front loader 

labor times and costs by more than 50 percent. Loaders no 
longer had to receive piles dropped off by trucks. Instead, they 
were able to focus exclusively on working the piles that fed the 
boilers.

The result was a highly efficient, semi-automated system 
constructed with relatively low capital costs that were spread 
out across multiple years. Loader times were greatly reduced, 
bringing overall operating costs down significantly. In addition, 
the plant was able to maintain boiler operations throughout each 
phase of the project. 

Fire assessment
It takes on-site inspection, careful analysis and hard-won 

experience to develop an optimal wood yard design tailored 
to a particular facility, whether it’s a conversion or a greenfield 
project.

While predesigned fuel-feed systems promise to simplify a 
complex engineering problem, a custom-designed system that 
takes advantage of component architecture can optimize every 
stage of the supply chain by using a site-specific combination of 
conveyors, reclaimers and front-loaders.

Careful advance planning results in an optimized system 
matched to capital budgets, operational budgets and 
production demands. 

John Saucier is the Materials Handling and Regional Sales manager 
at ProcessBarron in Pelham, Ala., www.processbarron.com. The 
company has more than 20 years in the biomass field, specializing 
in the design, manufacturing, installation and maintenance of air, fuel 
& ash handling equipment for biomass systems. You may contact 
Saucier by e-mailing bpteditorial@woodwardbizmedia.com.

Figure 3. A radial stacker in Thomasville, Ala.


